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INTRODUCTION

comparison with an experimental model test for

According to the widely utilized underground

calibration in erosion modeling.

infrastructure, the shallow under groundwater is

Currently, this research is still working on the

sometimes unavoidable for geotechnical construction

erosion simulation part which concerns the erodible

which could be leading to the need for the dewatering

transport through porous media.

process. The seepage flow is generally occurred and
stimulating an erosion process in accordance with the

Erosion simulation

dewatering. Eventually, the severe erosion behind

According to the suffusion or internal erosion type,

retaining wall even in embankment structure might be

the soil mass has been divided for 4 main parts, as

a collapse following the soil strength changed.

shown in Figure 3., which is quite different from the

In order to identify the erosion, three mechanisms

conventional concept. The fluidized particle will be

are generally defined; 1) Suffusion, 2) Contact erosion,

added into the soil model for representing an erosion

and 3) Concentrated leak erosion (Molinder, G., 2016)

particle in the fluid state which is ready to move due

as in Figure 1. This study is going to aim at the

to the seepage flow. In addition, the erodible part is

internal erosion or suffusion type.

needed as well to store the limitation of the erodible
particle. The convective form is used to govern

METHODOLOGY

erosion transportation as follow in Equation 1 (Liang,

To approach erosion behavior by using numerical,

Y., 2017). According to the particle transport inside

analysis conventional numerical analysis might not be

porous media, the erodible soil must be moving while

able to illustrate erosion behavior, therefore, the

the drag force is enough to move the fine particle.

calculation scheme of erosion must be added into the

Therefore, the shear stress is used to define an

main calculation scheme. Besides, the mechanical

initiation of erosion and rate of erodible particle

calculation and water flow calculation will be

detachment as follows Equation 2 and Equation 3

calculated by Finite Different method operated in

(Wan and Fell, 2004; Reddi et al., 2000).

FLAC3D. Hence, coupling simulation of mechanical
behavior and flow simulation from FLAC3D together
with erosion simulation will be used as following

Internal erosion Contact erosion Concentrated
(Suffusion)
leak erosion

Figure 2.
Besides, the erosion calculation, which is standing
for particle transported and detachment of particle
from the soil mass, will be executed by either Finite
Different method or Finite Volume method. Finally,
the

numerical

simulation

will

be

taken

into

Figure 1. Erosion mechanism
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Figure 4. Seepage flow vectors, pore pressure and
source term contour.
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